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Agenda

• The COVID economic & credit environment 

• CA & National credit trends

• Is your bank’s credit risk management up for the new 

challenges? Think Circle and Onion
• Is your loan review good enough?

• Q&A
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Polling Question #1
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The economic impact HAS been stark…
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http://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?g=t2XL


The credit impact WILL be stark…
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The current credit environment 
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• COVID brings us the new, UNCERTAIN, but potentially treacherous credit 
cycle—requiring a new game plan for credit risk management

• Certain segments already in snap-back, some with new spikes, but 
behavioral changes stymie full recovery models; even the July FOMC said: 
the course of the economy will follow the course of the virus

• Main Street is not Wall Street—credit stress always trails economic shocks

• The sugar high of COVID: non-baseline lending activity & fees (growth) /  
masking embedded credit risk (quality) / investor uncertainty

• Irrespective of regulatory relief, financial institutions will have to pivot 
quickly into credit risk management and write your own script mode   

• Good News: more capital, liquidity, & risk management / short-term loan & 
deposit growth / NO BLAME



Trifecta of Loan Quality: Banks <$10B

CA <$10B / Pacific Coast <$10B* / National <$10B 

*Pacific Coast: CA / OR / WA
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Trifecta of Loan Quality: Banks <$10B
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CA <$10B / Pacific Coast <$10B* / National <$10B 

*Pacific Coast: CA / OR / WA



CA Loan Growth Trends: Banks <$10B
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CA Banks Loan Yields / COF / NIM’s / Wholesale Funding—
Mixed Metrics to National Average 

--As of 6/30/2020
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The current credit environment
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• Commodity valuations impact on credit quality

• Determining / quantifying your credit risk profile

oRisk grade migrations (within pass)

o Industries

o Vintages

oConcentrations / Correlations

That’s the quantitative—

now write the qualitative 
narrative of your own 

credit risk profile!   



Regulatory Guidance: 

≤ 300% RBC

Regulatory Guidance: 

≤ 100% RBC

IN CRE Concentrations: Banks <$10B

 100%:

CA: 3 Pacific Coast: 4 National: 185

 300%:

CA: 33 Pacific Coast: 39 National: 26012

CA <$10B / Pacific Coast <$10B* / National <$10B 



IN Other Concentrations: Banks ≤ $10B 
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CA <$10B / Pacific Coast <$10B / National <$10B 



• Recognizing problems late-in-the-game; all loans good…until 
they’re bad 

• Immediate credit concerns:
➢Most service industries

➢Conventional retail—especially strip centers

➢LFT (Leveraged Financial Transactions)

➢Non-profits

➢Agriculture

➢Consumer credit quality, especially automobile paper

➢Heady rise in some CRE segment valuations—before COVID

• Not determining / quantifying / describing your credit risk 
profile—before the regulator does if for you!

• NPL’s and community banks… 

RED FLAGS
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• Nationwide, more than 500 colleges and 

universities show warning signs in two or more 

metrics. 

---The Hechinger Report August 4, 2020



Polling Question #2
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NPA’s structural challenge at smaller banks—

when credit is stressed

Smaller Banks couldn’t flush—and 

made bet to keep more capital—and 

more NPA’s

Big 

Banks

Small 

Banks

NPA’S+90 PD / Tang Equity+ALLL (%)

AKA: “The Texas Ratio”

CA <$10B / Pacific Coast <$10B / National <$10B 
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Larger InstitutionsSmall Institutions

36%
57%

Loans Tied To Real Estate

(Exclusive of Agriculture)

Source—FDIC

Loan Portfolio Composition by Asset Size
June 30, 2020
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CA Banks (≤ $10B) ‘Q2 ‘20 NPA’s:
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• Pivoting from production (COVID-related modifications, PPP’s) to credit risk management 

• Talent assessment

• Maintaining close borrower contact—virtually, of course

• Policy & procedures

• Sensitivities

• Conservatism without over-reaction

o Stressing without doomsday

o Valuations without fire-sales

o Aggressive reserving / moderating charge-offs (at least initially)

• Renewed focus on Loan Review

• The new prospective borrower

• Government guarantee programs

Credit Management in the Near Term 

New focus on risk management
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Key Board Credit Risk Oversight Questions 

• Are you spending more time on approving individual loans (transactional credit risk) 

than understanding aggregate portfolio trends (macro credit risk? 

• Is your focus policy or policy and procedures?

• Can you succinctly define your credit culture?

• Do you have defined roles and accountabilities differentiating loan production and 

credit risk management?

• Are loan exceptions documented, mitigated, and approved (as needed)?

• Are you provided a status report on the bank’s credit performance relative to KRI’s 

(key risk indicators)?

• Do you get too many credit surprises?
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2. Underwriting process that is structured 

and controlled 

1. Guidelines consistent with stated Risk 

Appetite

3. Monitor performance to test against 

expectations

4. Stress performance expectations to 

capture risk

5. Strategic planning, enterprise risk and 

compliance

The Credit Lifecycle—5 Key Activities
(Transactional ⇔Macro Risks)

The Credit Lifecycle—5 Key Activities
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Transactional Credit Risk

Macro Credit Risk



The IntelliCredit™ Portal
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Red Flags
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Aggregate Portfolio Trends
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Loan Level Detail
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COVID-19 Tracking
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Smart Loan Review Findings
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Polling Question #3
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Interagency Guidance of Credit Risk Review Systems (Issued)

Regardless of structure (or size of the institution), an effective credit risk review system accomplishes the 

following objectives: 

✓ Identifies loans with credit weaknesses

✓ Validates risk ratings

✓ Identifies relevant trends 

✓ Assesses internal credit policies and loan administration procedures / compliance with laws and 

regulations

✓ Evaluates lending personnel, including their compliance with lending policies risk assessment

✓ Provides management and the boards of directors with portfolio quality assessments

✓ Opines on problem loan management plans 

✓ Provides management with timely credit quality information for regulatory, reporting, and ALLL
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Key questions to ask

• Is the reviewer talent experienced enough to get at the heart of 

emerging credit risk? Including good verbal and persuasive skills

• Is your loan review in sync culturally and technically (including 

corporate credit methodologies and nomenclature) with all other 

parties of the credit process?

• Does loan review have any relevance on real time portfolio risk 

assessment?

• Is it truly independent?

• Does suppressing today’s loan review findings exacerbate more 

losses later?
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Key takeaways

• We’re in a markedly different—and potentially prolonged 

credit cycle

• Use diagnostic tools to quantify your risk

• Qualitatively write your own narrative

• It’s not beyond your control

• Banks late to the game in identifying risk in a crisis always
lose more money in the end!  
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Q & A
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David Ruffin’s Bio / Contact

David’s extensive experience in the financial industry includes a 

long and pronounced emphasis on credit risk in a variety of 

roles that range from bank lender and senior credit officer to co-

founder of the successful Credit Risk Management, LLC 

consultancy and professor at several banking schools. A prolific 

publisher of credit-focused articles, he is a frequent speaker at 

trade association forums, where he shares insights gained 

helping lending institutions evaluate credit risk—in both its 

traditional, transactional form as well as the risk associated with 

portfolios based on a more emergent macro strategy. David is 

an expert in assessing all aspects of the credit process and 

culture. Over the course of decades, he has led teams providing 

thousands of loan reviews and performed hundreds of due 

diligence engagements focused on M&A and capital raising. 

Before helping to found IntelliCredit, he headed the DHG-Credit 

Risk Management division at the Dixon Hughes Goodman 

accounting firm. David holds a B.A. from the University of North 

Carolina-Chapel Hill, a M.S. from East Carolina University and 

multiple degrees from the American Bankers Association’s 

graduate lending schools.
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